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Abstract

Recently, Steganography is an outstanding research area which used for data protection from unauthorized access. Steganography is defined as the art and science of covert information in plain sight in various media sources such as text, images, audio, video, network channel etc. so, as to not stimulate any suspicion; while steganalysis is the science of attacking the steganographic system to reveal the secret message. This research clarifies the diverse showing the evaluation factors based on image steganographic algorithms. The effectiveness of a steganographic is rated to three main parameters, payload capacity, image quality measure and security measure. This study is focused on im-age steganographic which is most popular in in steganographic branches. Generally, the Least significant bit is major efficient approach utilized to embed the secret message. In addition, this paper has more detail knowledge based on Least significant bit LSB within various Images formats. All metrics are illustrated in this study with arithmetical equations while some important trends are discussed also at the end of the paper.
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1. Introduction

Steganography is an important branch of information hiding, where secret contents are concealment in carrier file like image for concealing its presence without a distortion in a carrier. Fundamentally, steganography mechanisms have six types: image steganography, audio steganography, video steganography, text steganography, DNA steganography and protocol steganography as presentational in Fig.1. Steganography is provider a powerful security, especial when it is jointed with digital images due the it has different formats which can be applied. Image steganography can be hiding the unnatural secret message within a carrier image, so the carrier image quality will have a small change, thus no one cannot recognize it [2]. Image steganography techniques are classified in two prime kinds, spatial domain and frequency domain (transform) [1].

The mechanism of spatial domain implement procedure directly into the all pixels of carrier image while embedding the secret message to frequency domain will done after several conversions to convert the image to frequency domain. The stego image name comes from the concealed secret message within image. Many methods are belonged into spatial domain such as, LSB (matching and substitution), Gray level modification GLV, etc. [20]. The frequency domain methods are utilizing different converts such as Discrete cosine transform DCT, Discrete Fourier Transform DFT, etc [1]. Another mechanism is done within steganographic which called reversible steganographic. This mechanism is work by recover the carrier image along to the secret information from the stego image [3].

The least significant bit LSB substitution is the most popular into image steganography techniques. The LSB substitution can be suitable extensive up to 4 LSB planes to obtained higher payload capacity while it is easy to execute. It is vulnerable to several attack like RS analysis [4]. In order to solve this issue, the LSB can used in the different manner. LSB array can generated by using all the LSB bits within pixels. The secret message in binary format can be concealed at less deformation position of LSB bits array to improve the security [5].

The three of LSB bits can checked to enhance the payload capacity with high security where only two bits can be used to hidden within two random chosen bits depending on the secret message, this is named as data dependent embedding [6,7,8]. Evaluation Factors of image steganography has fundamental importance to numerous image processing applications and evaluate the methods. The quality of images could less degrade in the point which used to hide secret message, it can be see that by a Human eye. Automatically algorithms are used for image quality estimate that could analyze it and report their quality with payload capacity and security, so this is the objective of evaluation.

Many review papers have been published on statistics evaluation which is able to use to distinguish between carrier image and stego...
images that obtained through different embedding techniques [9 - 11], though former works observe sensible success on controlled data sets, there is a shortage of estimate on how various suggested techniques compare to each other. This is mainly due former work is limited either by the number of embedding techniques or the quality of the data set used to the classification technique used. The main contribution in our research is to clarify the details of different evaluation parameters to obtain the high performance of image steganography. In additional, this paper also presents elaborate knowledge on the LSB based image steganography in different images formats.

The rest of the research is ordered as follows. In section 2, the problem definition of steganography was discussed while an overview of image steganography is presented in section 3. In section 4, image analysis has been described in detail. In section 5, the LSB technique with various embedding bits was characterized. The different evaluation parameters are given in section 6. In section 7, evaluate some different image format is noticed while section 8 feature direction was discussed. Finally, the conclusion of the paper was given.

2. Problem definition of steganography

The thought of steganography framework has been introduced by Simmons in 1984 [12], with the example of prisoner’s secret message. The escape plan for Alice and Bob who wishes to communicate inside the prison where all the communication and messages must go through the warden. Wendy who at the slightest suspicion of secret information will put them in solitary imprisonment. The idea of steganography is generally modeled by prisoner’s issue as shown in figure 2. Alice hides the secret message “M” into a cover-image “C” using an optional key which represent as ‘K’. this operation a will generate the stego image “S”, which is sent over a public channel. Consequently, the data embedding procedure can be indicated as below:

Embedding scheme: \( C \times M \times k \rightarrow S, s = \text{Emb}(x, m, k) \)

Extraction scheme: \( C \times k \rightarrow M, m = \text{Ext}(s, k) \).

Consequently, according to Figure 2, we have the following definitions:

Cover-image (C): also called the carrier image, it utilized as the medium to conceal the secret data using some embedding algorithms. Stego image (S): It is the result gained after embedding the secret message (k) which is an aim of image steganography system. The stego image must be the same quality as the cover image quality without distorting the cover image quality. Secret Key (K): used to encode/decode the hidden message. Secret Message (M): Can be anything like data, file or image etc, that can hide within cover image. Wendy could be either passive or active rely on the kind of action she carries out on suspicion. A passive warden would simply suppress or ignore while an active warden would alter the message to foil the escape plan. We suppose in our study that Wendy is a passive warden and cannot distinguish between cover image and stego image. Therefore, steganalysis is the technique that assistance wendy in extricating the secret message from the stego image. She analyses the embedding distortions and other statistical artifacts introduced in the image post embedding to derive at the technique to break the steganographic method. It can be rightly pointed that development of steganography and steganalysis go parallel.

3. Image steganography

Steganography has recently become an important image working tool due to the inability of the human eye to focus on the sensitive details of photos. A little change in the steganography of an image has no tangible effect on the image. The selection of an image with masked information is important in the design of steganography systems, while bottom colors uniform textured images are not suitable for steganography. Image steganography comes in various techniques and their major target is to have access to high capacity, security, and robustness. There are several steganography compression techniques, but only two types (lossy compression and lossless compression) are used in image steganography. Example of lossless compression formats is a Huffman coding which offers more pledges [13]. Almost all data hiding techniques aim at the modification of insignificant data in the cover image. One of the commonest methods of concealing secret cover image information is the least significant bit (LSB) injection approach. Most of the simple schemes have suggested the placement of the embedding data at the LSB of each cover image pixel [14], [15]. A modification of the LSB has no significant influence on the image quality from the human perspective, but it is more sensitive to several statistical attacks, including cropping and compression. The secret messages can be hidden by using the moderate significant bits in the cover image’s pixel. The length of the LSB secret messages has been experimentally proven to be predestined with comparatively high precision.

4. Image analysis

A computer image represents a collection of numbers which shape several light densities in different image regions. These numbers give rise to a grid and each point is indicated as a pixel. Internet images consist of rectangular pixel maps (pixels are depicted as bits) and each pixel has a specified color and location. These pixels are horizontally presented row-wise. In each color scheme, the bits are referred to as the bit depth which signifies the number of bits used per pixel (where 8 is the least bit depth in the current color schemes). This implies that 8 bits are used to characterize each pixels’ color. For the grayscale images, each pixel comprises of 8 bits and can characterize 256 different shades of grey colors. For digital color images (also known as true color), the RGB color model uses 24 bits [16]. In a 24-bit image, all the color variations are sourced red, green, and blue (RGB) and each color is performed by 8 bits. However, each pixel can comprise of 256 various amounts of RGB, summing up to >16 million combinations and > 16 million colors [18].
5. The LSB approach

The 8th bit of the LSB in an image can be changed to a secret message bit. With the RGB pixel in an image (24-bits), 3 bits can be stored within each pixel by altering a bit each of RGB components as they are each represented by a byte. An image of 800 × 600 pixel size can store a total of 180,000 bytes or 1,440,000 bits of secret embedded messages. The LSB part of the carrier image is utilized to embed an information. Figure 3 is a simple example of hiding the number 300 into the first 8 bytes, where only 5 bits are required to be altered in the embedded secret information [19]. Therefore, embedding a secret message with the maximum carrier size requires altering only half of the image bits. Each primary color consists of about 256 potential intensities. There are small variations in the intensity of the colors when the LSB is changed. The human eye cannot comprehend these changes due to its insensitivity to color progression; so, the secret message is successfully embedded [18].
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### 5.1. Least significant bit (LSB) in BMP

The BMP is also known as bitmap image file; it is not exceedingly applied with steganography as a carrier image due to more suspicious tendencies when transferring the secret message in the LSB stego. The application of BMP image in steganography as the carrier is always followed by the alteration of one or more of the bytes that make up the image pixels. The secret message can be stored within the LSB of one color of the RGB (24 bits) value or at the valence bit of the complete RGB value. A large message can be concealed quite within a BMP image. The LSB in BMP is most suitable for implementations where the focus is in the payload capacity of data to be transferred and not on a secret of that data. A change in the number of bits can improve the possibility of noticing the altered bits by the human eye. The major aim of steganography is to transmit a secret message to an intended destination without any intrusion [20-21].

Stego image with 1- LSB, in this method, a single LSB bit in the carrier image is changed, and such change only results in a change in the bytes’ integer value by [1]; hence, this change is insignificant. The change of a more significant bit can result in a proportional alteration in the visible color appearance. The LSB of one of the colors accounts for the pixels’ RGB value. Thus, this must have a minimal influence on the appearance of the carrier image. The aforementioned procedure gives rise to new colors for the palette. When a carrier image has a palette size of 128 pixels, there is a need to create a new color for each color present in the palette. Therefore, the application of a 128-palette image can result in a significant distortion of the original image [22].

Stego image with 2- LSB, in this method, about twice as much information can be stored. It is an improvement of the previous method because, in this method, [2] LSBs in each color within the RGB value of the pixels is used to store the bits of the secret message in the carrier image. The palette of the carrier image will still contain 68 colors; thus, the storage of the stego data involves 2 bits. There should be a maximum of 64 colors in the palette, i.e. there must be [3] new colors for each color present. There will be fewer colors for the starting image demonstration, hence, will be more decadent compared to the image used in the stego one-bit method. Thus, the LSB of [2] colors in the RGB value could have been utilized in this method and that would have conferred the same storage size [23].

Stego image with 3- LSB, this method has a higher data hiding capacity as its storage capacity is about 3 times that of stego one bit. The use of 128-color palette in this method results in more image distortion. This method stores message bits using 3 LSBs of each color in the RGB pixel value. This will result in a combination of 3 new colors for each existing color (making up 224 new colors), leading to the use of a palette with a maximum of 32 colors only.

Stego image with 4- LSB, this method has a data hiding capacity of about 4 times that of stego one bit. The use of 128-color palette in this method also results in image distortion. This method uses 4 LSBs of each color in the RGB pixel value for message bits storage. It involves the use of a palette of 16 colors which will result in a combination of [3] new colors per color (giving 240 new colors) and requires the involvement of a palette with a maximum of 32 colors only. Changing [4] LSB bits of each of red green and blue pixels may result in some amount of texture change.

### 5.2. Least significant bit (LSB) in GIF

The suspicion that usually accompanies the use of PNG may not arise if coupled within an LSB stego image. The images can be utilized as a carrier in steganography, which are generally altered by changing some of the bits or bytes that make up the image pixels. Such secret message can store in the LSB of one RGB color pixel value, or in corresponding bit of the whole RGB color value. The PNG can hide several messages, LSB in PNG is most suitable for applications which focus on the volume of information to be disseminated rather than on the secret detail of the information. The alteration of more or more number of bits can result in a higher chance of noticing the altered bits with the human eye. With LSB, steganography mainly aims at the dissemination of a message without any form of intrusion [24-25].

### 5.3. Least significant bit (LSB) in PNG

As we know, the Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) has only eight (8) bits depth, so, the information hiding capacity is lower compared to BMP. The hiding of information using LSB has the same result in both GIF and BMP. The LSB approach is considered as most effective for embedding a reasonable capacity of information. In the GIF image, the colors used are stored in a palette because it is an indexed image. Each pixel is represented as a byte and the pixel data is considered as color palette index. The commonly used color is ordered from the palette to the least used colors to reduce lookup time. The use of a GIF image as a carrier for steganographic requires some levels of carefulness because of the issue with the palette scheme. The use of a GIF image with an altered LSB as a palette scheme may give different colors due to the change in the color palette index. Whenever there are different neighboring palette entries, there is a remarkable image change, but when there is a similar neighboring palette entry, the change is not remarkable [26]. Generally, applications that deploy LSB approaches on GIF image are characterized with low security due to the possibility of detecting even an average change in the image. Such issues can be solved thus:

i) The palette must be isolated if there is a reduced difference between sequential colors.

ii) New colors which visually resemble the colors currently in the palette must be added.

iii) An 8-bit grayscale GIF image comprising of 256 gray shades must be used; else, there will be a gradual alteration of the colors.
6. Evaluation of image steganography

Three objectives must be considered when creating any steganography method (Security, Capacity and Image quality) as we mention in section 3. Generally, figure 4 is showed the details of evaluation parameters. In order to evaluation and measures these objectives to obtain the strengths and weaknesses points of the system, we can use the following measurements:

6.1. Payload capacity measurement

The capacity is indicated as a maximum payload capacity and bit rate as shown in Figure 3. Payload capacity refers to the number of embeddable secret bits; ideally, the capacity of the algorithm should be as high as possible while ensuring that the stego image quality is acceptable without any significant visual or statistical distortion. Several studies have clarified payload capacity in a different way (such as bits, bytes, and even kilobytes), but often, it is described as either bit per pixel (bpp) or bits per byte (bpb). The bit rate is referred to a large number of bits that can be concealed within a pixel for spatial or bits per transform coefficient transform [27,28].

6.2. Security measurement

One of the important evaluation parameters to be considered during the design of any application is its security or undetectability. Steganographic systems are susceptible to several types of stego attacks which may allow an eavesdropper to have access to the secret message bits embedded in a cover media. Stego attackers often concentrate on the retrieval or detection of the presence of secret data bits from a stego-image [29]. Figure 4 presents a detailed discussion of different steganalysis methods.

6.2.1. Regular and singular (RS)

Regular and Singular (RS) analysis has been proposed for the detection of random LSB embedding methods [38]. It is commonly used to check for the resistance of steganographic systems to statistical attacks. In this method, the LSB of the pixels is mildly altered and used as a differentiator for pixels classification into groups (regular and singular). An increase in the embedding rate in a stego image should increase the differences between RM, R_M, and SM, S_M. The RS diagram [7] is used to detect the length of the embedding message. In Figure 5, (a) the difference between RM (SM) and R_M (S_M) increases with an increased embedding rate; hence, it can be detected. In (b), the difference between RM (SM) and R_M (S_M) remained the same with an increased embedding rate (showing small differences), and the length of the message cannot be detected [30].

6.2.2. Image histogram

The histogram is presented as a graph whose x-axis and y-axis explains the pixel difference between each pair and the number of occurrences, respectively. This attack is considered as one of the efficient experiments of a stego-image. Cover and stego-image histograms are usually compared to identify pixels distribution or to monitor unusual shapes as a result of an embedding algorithm. Figure 5 is a depiction of the histograms for 2 different schemes. The curves in each graph are depicted with solid lines while the histogram of the original images and those depicted with dotted lines represent the differences in the pixel histograms of the stego images. The step impact in the histogram clearly visualized the scheme earlier suggested in [36]. PVD-based steganographic approaches are mostly evaluated using different types of histogram analysis, including Histogram Characteristic Function - Center of Mass (HCF-COM) analysis and pixel difference histogram analysis [35-37].

6.2.3. Confusion matrix

The major aim of steganalysis is mainly to determine whether a suspected medium is concealed with secret data. This implies that it mainly aims to ascertain the class of a testing medium (whether it belongs to the cover or stego class) [38]. There are four possible scenarios which could emerge if a specific steganalysis method is deployed for a suspicious medium analysis:

- A true positive (TP) scenario where a medium is rightly classified as a stego medium.
- A false negative (FN) scenario where a stego medium is wrongly classified as a cover.
- A true negative (TN) scenario where a cover medium is correctly classified as a cover.
- A false positive (FP) scenario where a cover medium is wrongly classified as a stego.
6.2.4. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

The security of a steganalytic classifier can also be quantified with reference to ROC. With the ROC, the TP rate is plotted along the vertical (Y) axis while the FP rate is represented along the horizontal (X) axis (Figure 7). Given three steganalytic methods (Lower, TPF, and Upper), the Upper method is said to have a better steganalytic performance than the TPF method, while the TPF is better in performance than the Lower method. This is because the area under the ROC (AUC) curve is larger for Lower.

6.3. Image quality measurement (IQM)

IQM are used to measure the image quality of the stego-images. The imperceptible of stego image must be high, means the distortion must be as low possible. The IQMs can be measured by utilizing different schemes as appeared in figure 4.

6.3.1. The mean-squared error (MSE)

The MSE between the original image (I1(m,n)) and the stego-image (I2(m,n)) is computed by using (4) [39].

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j})^2
\]  

(1)

M and N are the number of rows and columns in the input images, respectively. The \(p_{i,j}\) and \(q_{i,j}\) are the carrier image pixel and the stego-image pixel value at \(i^{th}\) row and \(j^{th}\) column respectively. MSE of 100.0 for a grayscale image, looks awful, but an MSE of 100.0 for a 10-bit image (pixel values in [0,1023]) is hardly noticeable. The MSE should be as less possible. Whenever the MSE is equal to zero means both the carrier and the stego image are equal.

6.3.2. Root mean square error (RMSE)

The RMSE is usually applied as a measure of quality where can be computed utilizing (5).

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j})^2}
\]  

(2)

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{MSE}
\]  

(3)

6.3.3. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

The SNR is used to compare the desired signals’ level to those of the background noise. The SNR refers to the ratio of signal power to the noise power and can be computed using equation 6.

\[
SNR = \frac{10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{Signal Power}}{\text{Noise Power}} \right)}{\text{decibels}}
\]  

(4)

6.3.4. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)

This problem can be avoided by scaling the MSE based on the image range:

\[
\text{PSNR} = \frac{10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{Max}}{\text{MSE}} \right)}{\text{decibels}}
\]  

(5)

Max = Maximum pixel intensity value which is 255.

The PSNR is measured and presented in decibels (dB). It is a good indicator for comparing the restoration results of the same image but meaningless across images. According to different studies, PSNR is ranked as follows: up to 40 dB = very good; 30 to 40 dB = acceptable; < 30 dB = not acceptable. The pixel of a color image comprises of 3 bytes and each byte is represented as a pixel [44,48].

6.3.5. The weighted peak signal-to-noise ratio (WPSNR)

The WPSNR is another quality measurement metric [45, 46] which uses a noise visibility function (NVF) parameter with MSE. The value of NVF must be in the range of (zero) and one (maximum).

\[
WPSNR = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{Max}}{\text{MSE}} \right)
\]  

(6)

Where:

\[
\text{NVF} = \text{Noise Visibility}
\]

\[
\text{NVF} = \frac{1}{\text{Max}^2 \text{MSE}}
\]  

(7)

\[
\text{Max} = \text{standard deviation of luminance of the pixel.}
\]  

(8)

Where the local difference of the image is described by \(p\) on the pixel who coordinate is \((i, j)\).

6.3.6. The IQM using R measurement

The R measurement is used to calculate the resemblance between the carrier image and the stego image. It can be computed using equation 10 [44].

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j}) \times (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j}) \times (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j})} \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j}) \times (p_{i,j} - q_{i,j})}}
\]  

(9)

The \(p\) and \(q\) are respectively the carrier and stego images’ medium pixel values. The function \(\text{corr}(p, q)\) determines the correlation between the carrier \((p)\) and stego images \((q)\), this function has a maximum value of 1 if \(p\) and \(q\) are the same image. Hence, lower distortions give higher correlations.

6.3.7. Image quality index (Q Index)
The stego-images are subjected to quality evaluation using the universal image quality index (Q Index) [40] which can be computed using (11). Mathematically, it is defined through a modeling of the image distortion with respect to the reference image based on 3 factors which are a loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast distortion. The Q can have a maximum value of 1 only if p and q are the same images. They are defined in equations [12-14], and 15, respectively;

\[
Q = \frac{x \cdot y \cdot x^2 + y^2}{(x^2 + y^2)^2}
\]

\[
Y = \frac{1}{2} y + \frac{1}{2} y \ast x - \frac{1}{2} y \ast x
\]

\[
(\sigma_Y)^2 = \frac{1}{2} y \ast \sigma_{x,y}(\bar{y} - y)^2
\]

\[
(\sigma_Z)^2 = \frac{1}{2} y \ast \sigma_{x,y}(\bar{Z} - Z)^2
\]

\[
\sigma_{xz} = \frac{1}{2} y \ast \sigma_x(\bar{y} - y)(\bar{Z} - Z)
\]

where \(\overline{y}\) represents the original images’ mean pixel value, \(q\) represents the image in stego-images’ mean pixel value, \((\overline{y}^2)^2\) and \((\overline{y}^2)^2\) are the standard deviations for the carrier and stego images respectively, and \(\sigma_{yz}\) is the covariance.

### 6.3.8. Structural information change (SSIM)

In this approach, the highly structured nature of the natural scene information is measured using the highly adaptable nature of HVS. The measure of the structural information change between the carrier and stego images (SSIM) [41] offers a good estimation of perceived image distortion. Noted that when \(C_1 = 0\) and \(C_2 = 0\), SSIM becomes equal to 0; thus, Q can be referred to as a special case of SSIM. All the B blocks of an images’ SSIM is computed and the mean SSIM index determined to evaluate the overall image quality (17).

\[
\text{SSIM}(x,y) = \frac{(2\mu_x\mu_y + C_1)(2\sigma_{xy} + C_2)}{\mu_x^2 + \mu_y^2 + C_1 (\sigma_x + \sigma_y + C_2)}
\]

\(\mu_x, \mu_y = \text{mean intensities of cover and stego pixel}\)

\(\sigma_x, \sigma_y = \text{mean intensities of cover and stego image block.}\)

Note that when \(C_1 = 0\) and \(C_2 = 0\), SSIM is equal to quality index Q. Thus, Q is a special case of SSIM. All the B blocks of the image SSIM is computed and then the mean SSIM index is calculated to evaluate the overall image quality, as in (17).

\[
\text{MSSIM} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{SSIM}_i
\]

### 6.3.9. Average difference (AD)

The simply refers to the average difference between the test image and the reference signal [42]. It is calculated using equation (18).

\[
AD = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |g_i - \bar{s}_i|
\]

### 6.3.10. Image fidelity (IF)

The Image Fidelity (IF) is another metric for image quality measurement [47]. It can be Measurement by the equation (19).

\[
\text{Image Fidelity (IF)} = 1 - \frac{\text{MSE}(x,y)}{\text{MSE}(\overline{x},\overline{y})}
\]

### 6.3.11. Normalized cross correlation (NCC)

The NCC represents the proximity between two digital images; it can similarly be quantified in terms of correlation function [43]. The NCC can be measured using equation (20).

\[
\text{NCC} = \frac{\sum (x - \bar{x})(y - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum (x - \bar{x})^2 \sum (y - \bar{y})^2}}
\]

### 7. Different evaluation of image formats

Many papers have been published in image steganography with different algorithms to select the best algorithm must analysis all factors within it. The different factors are selected in order to evaluate and analyze the file format for Steganography. The distortion of the image should not be visual to the human eye, where the payload capacity which is used to embed also plays a substantial role. Many testings within any algorithm is used in order to decide how much capacity of information could be used to embed. The steganalysis techniques are used to analyze the steganography methods and detecting the embedding information in the carrier image. The steganography methods should be more secure to stop against steganalysis algorithms. During sending the stego image, the intruder can check and manipulation the stego image to remove the embedded information. This manipulation may have involvement of rotation, cropping and etc. of the carrier image. Must be chosen a steganographic algorithm to overcome such manipulation and the steganographic information reaches the destination in the required format [48].

Many different methods have been proposed in this field, each method must be evaluating with different parameters to get an ideal method. Different steganography method has been published has been evaluated with different parameters, various methods are introduced within tables 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7, in order to obtain a perfect method in image steganography.

### Table 1: Comparison of Image Steganography Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover Evaluation</th>
<th>LSB in BMP</th>
<th>LSB in GIF</th>
<th>LSB in PNG</th>
<th>JPEG</th>
<th>Spread Spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payload capacity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQAMs</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Manipulation</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsuspicious file</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Comparison of PSNR in Different Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Ref</th>
<th>Lena</th>
<th>Baboon</th>
<th>Peppers</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Jet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMM [50]</td>
<td>46.04</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>45.76</td>
<td>46.51</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CST [51]</td>
<td>48.74</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>50.01</td>
<td>42.18</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHSI [52]</td>
<td>57.26</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>85.77</td>
<td>65.08</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [53]</td>
<td>49.95</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>50.05</td>
<td>54.36</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLBS-SM [54]</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>87.19</td>
<td>63.34</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [55]</td>
<td>54.43</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>56.11</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT &amp; OTP [56]</td>
<td>50.90</td>
<td>51.12</td>
<td>51.04</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [57]</td>
<td>49.08</td>
<td>49.12</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>56.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [58]</td>
<td>57.07</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD &amp; MF [59]</td>
<td>43.24</td>
<td>41.89</td>
<td>41.56</td>
<td>40.65</td>
<td>40.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSB &amp; Data mapping [60]</td>
<td>48.41</td>
<td>48.34</td>
<td>48.31</td>
<td>46.34</td>
<td>47.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref [61]</td>
<td>60.70</td>
<td>46.52</td>
<td>46.57</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Some directions in future

The substantial directions for future realizations include:

i) An appropriate combination of the LSB, PVD, and EMD approaches.

ii) A multi-directional edge with a random selection.

iii) An YCbCr color model should be used.

iv) Minimizing the additive noise distortion function.

The LSB replacement can be extended up to 4 LSB bits to obtain a higher hiding capacity. The PVD schemes offer a smooth block and embed the intended number of bits; thus, it offers more security. The LSB and PVD schemes are combined to achieve a maximum embedding capacity and a better security [82, 83]. The implementation of the combined LSB-PVD scheme as suggested by [84] provides a higher embedding capacity and a better PSNR. Recent studies have reported a better achievement using a combined PVD and EMD schemes [85]. Therefore, the LSB, PVD, and EMD schemes can be work together to achieve a higher embedding capacity, higher security, and a lower distortion rate. The LSB of steganography within RGB color image can differently performed by considering each of the RGR components individually and replacing their LSB planes. The RGB color image can be

| Table 3: Comparison of Q Index in Different Techniques |
|-----------------|---------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Q index         | Image         | 2K correction | Ref [73]       | Ref [67]       | Ref [69]       | Ref [70]       |
|                 |               | Cycling chaos |                |                |                |                |
| Baboon          | 0.9994        | 0.99835       | 0.99915        | 0.99905        | 0.99865        | 0.99967        | N/A            | N/A            |
| Lena            | 0.8323        | 0.7883        | N/A            | N/A            | N/A            | N/A            | 0.9227         | 0.7885         |
| Peppers         | 0.8569        | 0.8182        | N/A            | N/A            | N/A            | N/A            | 0.9449         | 0.8403         |
| F16 jet         | 0.9814        | 0.9813        | N/A            | N/A            | N/A            | N/A            | 0.9757         | 0.9495         |

| Table 4: Comparison of Image Fidelity in Different Techniques |
|-----------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
| Image Fidelity  | Image         | Ref [57]      | Ref [67]      | Ref [69]      |
|                 |               |                |                |                |
| Baboon          | 0.9994        | 0.98756       | 0.99912        |                |

| Table 5: Comparison of SSIM in Different Techniques |
|-----------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
| No of Ref.      | Lena          | Baboon        | Peppers       |
|                 |               |               |               |
| FMM [50]        | 0.9822        | 0.9925        | 0.9488        |
| CST [51]        | 0.9993        | 0.995         | 0.986         |
| SHSI [52]       | 0.9994        | 0.9998        | 0.9904        |
| Ref [53]        | 0.9989        | 0.9992        | 0.8773        |
| MLBS-M [54]     | 0.9994        | 0.9998        | 0.9949        |
| Ref [55]        | 0.7764        | N/A           | 0.9764        |
| Ref [58]        | 0.999919      | N/A           | N/A           |
| PVD & MF [59]   | 0.844         | 0.816         | 0.799         |
| LSB & Data mapping [60] | 0.910 | 0.898 | 0.876 |
| PIT [62]        | 0.9971        | 0.9985        | 0.9974        |
| Five moduls [63]| 0.9822        | 0.9925        | 0.986         |
| Ref [64]        | 0.9989        | 0.9992        | N/A           |
| GLM [65]        | 0.9994        | 0.9998        | N/A           |

| Table 6: Comparison of NCC in Different Techniques |
|-----------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
| No of Ref.      | Lena          | Baboon        | Peppers       |
|                 |               |               |               |
| FMM 50          | 0.9994        | 0.999         | N/A           |
| CST 51          | 0.9909        | 0.997         | N/A           |
| SHSI 52         | 0.9996        | 0.9992        | N/A           |
| Ref 53          | 0.9998        | N/A           | N/A           |
| MLBS-M [54]     | 0.9993        | 0.9995        | N/A           |
| DCT & OTP [56]  | 0.9994        | 0.9998        | N/A           |
| Ref [58]        | 0.999493      | N/A           | N/A           |
| Ref [72]        | 1             | 0.9998        | N/A           |

| Table 7: Comparison of MSE in Different Techniques |
|-----------------|---------------|---------------|
| No of Ref.      | Lena          | Baboon        |
|                 |               | Peppers       |
|                 |               | Scene         |
|                 |               | F16 jet       |
| FMM 50          | 0.9994        | 0.999         | N/A           |
| CST 51          | 0.9909        | 0.997         | N/A           |
| SHSI 52         | 0.9996        | 0.9992        | N/A           |
| Ref 53          | 0.9998        | N/A           | N/A           |
| MLBS-M [54]     | 0.9993        | 0.9995        | N/A           |
| DCT & OTP [56]  | 1             | 0.9999        | N/A           |
| Ref [58]        | 0.999493      | N/A           | N/A           |
| Ref [72]        | 1             | 0.9998        | N/A           |

and embed the intended number of bits; thus, it offers more security. The LSB and PVD schemes are combined to achieve a maximum embedding capacity and a better security [82, 83]. The implementation of the combined LSB-PVD scheme as suggested by [84] provides a higher embedding capacity and a better PSNR. Recent studies have reported a better achievement using a combined PVD and EMD schemes [85]. Therefore, the LSB, PVD, and EMD schemes can be work together to achieve a higher embedding capacity, higher security, and a lower distortion rate. The LSB of steganography within RGB color image can differently performed by considering each of the RGR components individually and replacing their LSB planes. The RGB color image can be
utilized as a carrier with LSB and PVD in a different manner through handling each of the RGB components separately. Moreover, the security and payload capacity can be realized by using the vertical, horizontal, and diagonal edges. Watermarking refers to the act of embedding a carrier file with information to ensure ownership protection. The YCbCr model is commonly used in watermarking [86] and can also be used in steganography to resist current steganalysis attacks. In general, modern steganalysis aims at computing the specific features of stego and cover images to differentiate their classes. Most of these specific features are generated through the incorporation of noise in stego images. There is still a need for more efforts towards exploring and minimizing the introduction of noise while designing new steganographic techniques [87], [88].

9. Conclusion

This paper is a narration of all the measurement metrics that used mathematical equations in image steganography. To propose a new steganography scheme, there is a need to evaluate its performance based on 3 parameters which are the hiding capacity, the security, and the distortion measure. This work also presented different steganalysis tools, such as RS and pixel difference histogram analyses for security evaluation. Some directions for future investigations were also provided in this work.
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